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President's Column
Bill Fowle
Don Hoskins estate sale and auction took place last weekend. Doing these clean-up/sales events for
families of members who have dies helps in three ways. It raises money that goes directly to the family/estate, and it cleans up the house in a way that the family is often not able to do, and it provides us
a chance to honour our friend. Don’s auction will be remembered for its quality, diversity, and size
and is a fitting way to say farewell to one of our founders.
The AAW symposium is coming up in three weeks in Atlanta, Georgia (June 9 – 12). This annual
event is “the” woodturning event of the year with about 2,000 attendees, a large trade fair, a huge Instant Gallery, and about 60 high-quality demonstrations and discussion on a wide range of topics. If
you have not attended one of these symposia, it is well worth adding it to your to-do list. Anyone who
has attended the symposium has come home with lots of ideas and motivation.
Our exhibition at The Gallery in Queens Park will open soon and over 20 members will be submitting
work. This Guild-managed event is focusing on showing the diversity of wood turning and a range of
wood turners. Please plan to support the show by attending the opening reception on June 1 from 6
– 8:00 PM. Exhibitors are reminded to bring their main pieces to the meeting as well as a few others
in case we need to fill out the show.
This month’s meeting features a couple of interesting demos. The Focus on Fundamentals will feature Peter Blair talking about sanding and Claudia Hawyard demonstrating how she turns pepper
mills.
Safe and Happy Turning!

Bill
May President’s Challenge: Twisted
June President’s Challenge: tba

Front Cover:
Ross Pilgrim ‐
Bargello Vase
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Tech Talk
Bruce Campbell
Dennis started off our April session with a limb and several leaves. The question was to identify the tree. Refer
to the photograph to play along but the consensus was
that it was London Plane. He then asked if anyone had
experience turning it. I and several others reported that
it turns well, dried nicely with little distortion, has beautiful flecking between growth rings and is a reasonably
light coloured wood that
takes stain and colouring
well. Some folks play
down the timber because it
rarely has any interesting
figure but I have always
enjoyed working with it.
Robert was up next with several examples of Lichtenberg engraving. This is done by running a very high
voltage (around 7,000 volts) current with very low amperage (around 30 milliamps) though wood that has
been dampened with a weak solution of water and baking soda. Robert reports that the current and the concentration of baking soda influence the results. He used
a tablespoon in a gallon of water and got results that
developed slowly enough to watch and manipulate.

Peter reports excellent performance from the tool with
clean, easy cuts. The one drawback of all hollowing system that “cut” rather than “scrape” is the shavings can
be hard to get out of the vessel. It seems we are forever
making trade-offs.
Steve has been doing beautiful decorating with his laser
system but has been having trouble making vibrant results with his water-colour pencils. He reports that they
quickly fade when finishes like Wipe-On Poly is applied.
Several folks suggested he try sealing the wood before
colouring but I am unsure. My own experience is that
finishes tend to dull colours with oil-based finishes being the “worst”. Several people suggested trying Prisma
Color pens and sealers such as Krylon clear coat. Steve
promised to report back with his results.

John reported that he had made his own fingernail
sharpening jig that work well for him except it does not
hold the gouge quite square. This makes one side of the
fingernail longer that the other. He will fix that problem
but then asked what was the preferred to which to grind
his gouges. There are many folks that will tell you it
must be exactly X, but X varies with each teller. Instead, it is better to know the principle that longer bevThere is a video on YouTube showing this being done
els give more precise buts but are harder to control.
with very much higher voltages, amperages, and electro- Conversely, shorter bevels are easier to control but
lyte concentrations. Those examples actually caught on harder to get a clean cut. So, if you are just getting startfire; not so desirable for decorating turnings. Marteen
ed, make your bevels shorter and as you gain experience
added another useful bit of information saying that
and confidence you can grind then longer.
when voltages get over 9,000 volts the system starts
There are cases when having a shallow bevel is useful,
generating xrays. Again, not something we want to be
such as finishing off the bottom of a steep-sided bowl.
doing too much of. Always fun to play but do it safely.
But generally, the rule above does the trick.
Peter brought along his new Proforma Hollower by
Steve H offered a simple and valuable trick in his demo
Woodcut. These tools have a specially designed cutter
talk. He suggested mounting a mirror on the side of you
with a cover that limits how aggressive the cut can be.
grinding when that lets you see the bevel of your gouge
The chips are easily cleared because the cutter is open at
while you are setting the bevel angle. This significantly
the back. They make three sizes and he got the medium
reduces the guess work during setup. Thanks, Steve.
one. It comes with two attachments that allow the tool
Great idea!
to be straight, slightly hooked or strongly hooked as is
Plan to join us for Tech Talk next month and bring
often required in hollowing.
along your question, tricks, and tips.
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Focus On Fundamentals
Al Cusworth
Mounting a Piece of Wood on the Lathe
GVWG FOF April 27, 2016
Mounting Spindle and Face Turning Blanks Using a Tenon or a Recess
1) Spindle Billet (For making Jewelry boxes, etc.)
Tenon Mount (Demonstration)

Method 1 (Between Centers)


Choose bottom side of blank where tenon will
be.



Mark centers both sides.



Mount between centers. Tenon can be cut at
either end.



Mark center on each end of the billet.



Mount between centers - tenon end towards
tailstock.



I prefer bottom towards tailstock.



True up tailstock end.



Set tool rest parallel to ways to cut on center .



Make tenon to fit your chuck.



Cut tenon using tenon jig, or outside calipers set
to fit your chuck jaws.

 Tool rest parallel to the lathe ways.
 Cut tenon using a tenon jig, (sample), or

 Dovetail or straight sides depends on the
chuck manufacturer.

outside calipers to fit your chuck .



Dovetail or straight sides depends on
the chuck manufacturer.

Method 2 (Woodworm Screw)


Drill hole; center of top side of blank to fit your
woodworm screw. (Nova 5/16” x 7/8” deep)



Mount woodworm screw in the chuck.

Brass Vernier calipers good guide for
tenon depth . (sample)



If jaws have a lip, cut that little notch now.



Tenon to be shorter than the depth of the jaws.



Friction surface is the tip of the jaws.

 Drill press, or Jacobs chuck in tailstock.
 Screw blank on woodworm screw firmly;
front of jaws must touch.


Set tool rest to face side to cut on center.



Start lathe at reasonable speed.

 True up the face surface of the blank.
 Cut the tenon to fit your chuck using tenon
jig or outside calipers.


I use a Bedan, can use parting tool,
spindle gouge, skew, etc.

3) Making a Tenon on a Rough Turned Bowl
(Demonstration)

2) Making a Tenon on a Bowl Blank
(Demonstration)


Strongest method of holding the blank vs recess.



Use largest size of jaws that fit the project .



Mark center on rough turned tenon.



Open chuck jaws to maximum.



Press bowl against the jaws using tailstock.



Make tenon round to fit chuck jaws; use tenon
jig, or outside calipers.
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Method 2 (Woodworm Screw) (Demonstration)


Drill hole; center of top side of blank to fit your
woodworm screw. (Nova 5/16” x 7/8” deep)

 Drill press, or Jacobs chuck in tailstock


Mount woodworm screw in the chuck.

 Screw blank on woodworm screw firmly;
front of jaws must touch.


Tool rest exactly at the face side center of the
blank.



Set diameter of the recess on dividers.

 To get dimension, open chuck jaws to just

5) Cutting a Recess
Method 1 (Between Centers) (Demonstration)

less than maximum and set dividers to outside edge of jaws.

 Can use a recess jig to get dimensions.



Choose bottom side of blank where recess will
be.



Mark centers both sides.



Mount between centers bottom side towards
tailstock.



Set tool rest 90° to lathe ways to cut on center.



True up the face surface.



Cut recess groove to fit your chuck jaws using a
recess jig, (sample) or outside calipers.





Special scraper tools available, or you
can make one.

Dovetail or straight sides depends on the chuck
manufacturer.





If jaws have a lip, cut that little notch
now.

A recess is usually left intact when the bowl if
completed.

 You can add decorations (beads, signature,
etc.)



Slow lathe speed down.



Carefully mark recess on the face of the blank;
front point only touches the wood.



Increase lathe speed and cut the recess to fit
your chuck.

 I use a Bedan; can use parting tool.



Recess has to be shorter that the length of the
jaws

 Friction surface is the tip of the jaws.

 Recess should be sanded, and finished, or
ready for finishing now.

Some jigs for min./max sizes for Al’s chucks
and a center finder.

GVWG
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Turning with “The Frog”
By Bruce Campbell
Steve Hansen is well known to us all as the capable ceals the pin marks by dampening the area with
water. This swells the compressed cells and closes
and dedicated webmaster. But last month he reup the pin holes.
vealed both some of his humorous side and some
of his “out of the box” innovation.
Thanks to Steve for his innovative and entertaining
demo. I will never look at a flower arrangement
Anyone that has turned a vessel has had to deal
the same again.
with the problem of finishing the bottom. The
“standard” method is to us some kind of stick in
the headstock that reaches the bottom of the vessel
and then run up the tailstock to pinch the piece
well enough that you can turn off the bottom to a
small nub that is then removed by hand.
But Steve took a different approach. He wanted to
devise a way to hold the vessel just on the headstock so he could completely finish the bottom. To
do this is called on the services of “the frog”.
In Japanese flower arranging there is a small metal
object with many pins called a kenzan (fig 1). But
in English it is commonly called a “frog”. Steve
starts in the usual way with a stick that reaches the
bottom but he adds a frog on the end to ensure a
good grab on the inside bottom of the vessel. Next,
he devised a metal block threaded to fit on the
headstock with a place for the top of the vessel to
rest. He then added a plate ring that girdles the
lower part of the vessel and a series of straps that
pull the whole arrangement together. He also added another plate near the top through which the
straps are passed to keep them from flying around.
And yes, finally there is some duct tape to hold the
straps in place.
It takes a while to assemble everything but once
done the vessel is held firmly enough to complete
the bottom.
What the piece is taken from the lathe, Steve con-
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Beads Of Courage
How The Greater Vancouver Woodturners Guild
Can Get Involved.
This project is for every one of us. We are all a part of this.

When you have made multiple turnings for all your family and friends and you are stuck for an idea
to turn, this is your win / win / win solution.
B.C. Children’s Hospital has signed on to the Beads Of Courage program for children with chronic
diseases. Every registered child gets to RECORD, TELL and OWN their treatment journey through
a specialized bead program.
They first get their name put on a leather string. Then each treatment they have to endure is documented by a care giver presenting a special colour bead to the child as a reward. This strengthens
the bond between the caregiver and the child and shows in a glance what this child has gone
through so far. Other caregivers instantly have empathy when they see a child with their beads walk
into the room.
Our part of this journey is to provide a lidded box for them to store their beads.
To get the best understanding of this program, I am going to outline some of the basics here in this
newsletter and then send several links, PDF’s etc. to each Guild member so we all have the same
resources.
Basically we need the volume of approximately 6” x 6” cavity to hold the child’s beads. This can be
any shape you want to make. Creativity is very much encouraged as you will see in the examples
here and on the links we are sending to you.
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(Continued from page 9)

I have purchased 70 Beads Of Courage Logo beads to distribute
to the Guild. They are ¾” in dia. With a 1/8” dia. through hole
These logo beads are recommended to be glued into the project
bowl with epoxy or silicone as CA glue has proven to let go during
a child’s multiple handing’s. Some turners have made the beads
on a wood dowel built into the lid so they can spin around.
We have to think of safety when designing these boxes. No sharp
edges or points that could harm the child or one of their siblings.
The finish has to be nontoxic and stable.
Full guidelines will be included in the links we will be sending you via email.
The bowls do not have to have the logo bead embedded into it. They can be painted, engraved or
carved. It is up to you.

Another option is to turn a base and lid ring with a top and use 6” dia plastic pipe as the side walls
instead of hollowing out so much wood. The plastic ring is covered with spray glue and a child’s favorite fabric images are glued on. Can be Disney prints, firetrucks, Minions, balloons, Nemo, flower, sports or whatever you can find.
There are simple guidelines to follow like in order to hold the beads, turned boxes for the Beads
of Courage program need to be about 6 inches in
diameter (5 inches minimum), or if rectangular
lidded boxes about 4x6x4 inches. If possible,
have Beads of Courage engraved or burned in the
lid or use the Logo Bead. Make sure the lids are
easily removable. Also, finials should be easy for
a small child to grasp and not too elaborate.

GVWG
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We need to fill out a donation form for each box as some children do write back to the artist that
made their box. Some of these messages will tug at your heart.
You can also specify the value of your donation for a tax receipt. Links to all of this will be on a separate email to the
guild members.
I can foresee that we will have a gallery table just for Beads Of
Courage projects and a special section in our newsletter. We
have a lot to share with each other on this very worthwhile
project for the GVWG

For Sale – VicMarc VL175SH
The Vicmarc VL175SH is an earlier version of the VL240 currently offered by Vicmarc. Specifications include:













Swing over the bed: 360mm/14",
between centres : 1000mm/40",
M33 x 3.5 spindle,
spindle threaded for vacuum attachment
forward/reverse
variable speed range 30-3000 with digital readout
remote on/off controls,
1.75 Hp 240V 60Hz,
spur drive & live centre, tool rest (30mm tool post), hand wheel & faceplate
factory built steel stand that can be bolted to the floor
weight 180Kg/400 lbs.

Excellent condition. Asking $2500.

Contact Keith (250)496-5423 Naramata BC
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Instant Gallery
April 27

Bruce Wood ‐ Bowl ‐ 7 in x 2.5 in ‐ Cherry ‐
Mineral Oil

Bruce Wood ‐ Bowl ‐ 7.25 in x 2 in ‐ Box
Elder ‐ Mineral Oil
Ed Job ‐ Jewelry Box ‐ 6.75 in x
4.75 in x 8.5 in ‐ Amboyna Burl
& Bocote ‐ Tung Oil

Cathy Friesen ‐ Platter ‐ Maple ‐ Claphams
Salad Bowl Finish

Bruce Wood ‐ Bowl ‐ 7.5 in x 2 in ‐ Walnut ‐
Mineral Oil

Ed Job ‐ Hollow Forms & Stand

Bryan Cuming ‐ Bowl ‐ 13.5 in x 5.75 in ‐
Western Maple ‐ Tung Oil & Wax

Bruce Wood ‐ Shallow Bowl ‐ 9.75 in x 1.75
in ‐ Maple Burl ‐ Mineral Oil

Ed Job ‐ Jewelry Box ‐ 7.5 in x 4.5 in x 7.25
in ‐ Various Woods ‐ Tung Oil

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
April 27

Jay & Lin Mapson Finial box ‐ 2
in x 3.5 in ‐ Walnut ‐ Oil

Jim Johnson ‐ Ruby ‐ 5 in x 9 in
‐ Figured Maple ‐ WOP
Ed Job ‐ Segmented Bowl ‐ 8.5 in x 4 in ‐
Various Woods ‐ Tung Oil

Jay & Lin Mapson ‐ Lidded Box ‐ 4 in x 2 in
‐ Maple ‐ WOP
Gary Bergdal ‐ Apple ‐ 2.5 in x 3
in ‐ Silver Maple Burl ‐ Tung Oil

Ed Job ‐ Ornamental Display ‐
Various Woods ‐ Tung Oil

Ed Job ‐ Jewelry Box ‐ 8.25 in x 4.25 in x
9.25 in ‐ Various Woods ‐ Tung Oil

John Spitters ‐ Platter ‐ 17 in x 1.75 in ‐
Maple ‐ Oil Poly Mix

Jim Johnson ‐ Breaking
Through ‐ 5 in x 11.5 in ‐ Maple
Burl ‐ WOP
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Instant Gallery
April 27

Pat Driscoll ‐ Small Bowl ‐ 3.375 in x 2.375
in ‐ Maple Burl ‐ WOP & Resin

Pat Driscoll ‐ Large Vase ‐ 5.5
in x 6.75 in ‐ Ribbon Maple ‐
WOP

Keith Ruttan ‐ Urn ‐ 7.5 in x 11
in ‐ Myrtle & Walnut ‐ WOP

Pat Driscoll ‐ Large Bowl ‐ 11.5 in x 2.5 in ‐
Maple Burl ‐ WOP
Steve Fairbairn ‐ Bug Bowl ‐ 5.5 in x 2 in ‐
London Plane ‐ WOP ‐ Laser Engraved

Keith Ruttan ‐ Square Bowl ‐ 8 in x 5.5 in ‐
Maple ‐ WOP

Pat Driscoll ‐ Large Bowl ‐ 10.5 in x 3.5 in

Robert Carlson ‐ Sake Jug ‐ 3 in
x 6 in ‐ Maple ‐ WOP

Pat Driscoll ‐ Lidded Jewelery Case ‐ 5.75
in x 4.75 in ‐ Maple Burl ‐ WOP & Resin

Ross Pilgrim ‐ Large Bowl From Set of 3 ‐
12 in x 6.5 in ‐ Big Leaf Maple ‐ Tung Oil
Pat Driscoll ‐ Small Vase ‐ 3.75 in x 4 in ‐
Maple Burl ‐ WOP

Steve Fairbairn ‐ Saucer ‐ 193 mm x 18
mm ‐ Maple ‐ WOP ‐ Laser Engraved &
Painted

GVWG
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Present's Challenge Gallery
Segmented

Ross Pilgrim ‐ Bargello Vase ‐ 4.5 in x 5 in ‐ Various Woods
‐ Tung Oil
Mark Anderson ‐ 2 Goblets with Captive
Rings ‐ 2.5 in x 6.5 in ‐ Various Woods ‐
Minwax Teak Oil

Maarten Meerman ‐ Clock ‐ 11 in x 1.5 in ‐ SPF ‐ Wax

Maarten Meerman ‐ Rocket ‐ 2 in x 4 in ‐
Various Woods ‐ Turner's Polish

John Hammond ‐ Christmas Ornament ‐
2.5 in x 8 in
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Turning 101
April 27

Lance ‐ Fruit Bowl ‐ 9 in x 3 in ‐ Poplar & Black
Walnut ‐ No Finish

Lin Mapson ‐ Bowl ‐ 6 in x 3 in ‐ Poplar ‐ Linseed Oil

Cathy Nakagawa ‐ Bowl ‐ Poplar ‐ Walnut Oil

Frank Cullis ‐ Fruit Bowl ‐ Black Walnut & Poplar

GVWG
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Calendar of Guild Events
2015‐16
Date

Time

Location

Event
2016
Turning 101 – TBA
Instructor: TBA
Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – All About Tools
Main Speaker - Barry Wilkinson – Square Bowls
Turning 101 – cancelled due to Hasoluk Demo
Instructor: TBA

Jan 9

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

27 Jan

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Feb 13

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Feb 20

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Michael Hosaluk – all-day demo

Feb 21

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Michael Hosaluk – hands-on class

Feb 25

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 12

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Mar 12

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Steven Kennard – all-day demo

Mar 13

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Steven Kennard – hands-on class

Mar 23

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Apr 09

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Apr 27

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 14

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

May 25

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 28

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Kurt Hertzog – all-day demo

May 29

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Kurt Hertzog – hands-on class

May 29

6PM-7PM

June 1

6PM – 8PM

June 1-26

Wed-Sun

Jun 9-12

All days

Atlanta, GA

30th AAW Annual Woodturning Symposium

Jun 22

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – Marco Berera – Skewing Around
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Metal Leaf Gilding

Sept 24

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Michael Blankenship – all-day demo

Gallery in the Park,
Queens Park
Gallery in the Park,
Queens Park
Gallery in the Park,
Queens Park

Club Meeting
FoF – Jay Mapson – Turned Boxes
Main Speaker – Bob Askew - Nutcracker
Turning 101 – Turning Fruit
Instructor: TBA

Club Meeting
FoF – Ed Pretty – Holdling with Jam Chucks
Main Speaker - Bill Fowle – Putting a picture on Wood
Turning 101 – Turning a Fruit Dish
Instructor: TBA
Club Meeting
FoF – Al Cusworth – Tenons and Recesses
Main Speaker - Steve Hansen - Turning with Frog
Turning 101 – Turning a Desk Clock
Instuctor: TBA
Club Meeting
FoF – Peter Blair - Sanding
Main Speaker - Claudia Haywood - Peppermill

drop-off of Gallery pieces
It's Our Turn, Opening Reception
It's Our Turn exhibition. Bring your friends and family

Special points of
interest:




Next Meeting:
Wednesday, May 25 at
6:30 PM, Sapperton
Hall, 318 Keary St,
New West
Main Event:
: Claudia Hayward –
Turning a Pepper Mill
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